
One of the great things about Beyond Organic is that there are numerous ways to achieve 
success in this business.  We have provided a simple and easy way to structure your business 
and reach not only the Manager position, but the Vice President position as well and 
represents a perfect picture of the DUPLICATION process.  However, you may find it more 
convenient to use some variation of the formula to reach your personal goals, it’s up to you.
It is important to recognize the way you advance through Mission Marketer positions is 
by accruing points. Make sure to reference Terms & Definitions, and the Mission Marketer 
Manual for additional support and information on understanding point value.

Formula for Success:

1.  You start with 2 Go Beyond Packs
 
 One of these pack will be to Consume and the other 
 will be used to Share and Equip

2.  You find one more person to do what you did  
 (start with 2 Go Beyond Packs)
 
 Consume, Share & Equip

3.  Congratulations, you have accrued enough points to qualify for the Manager Position! 

4.  Now find 3 more people that you help qualify as a Manager. This would equal a total
 of 4 Mangers in your organization, which promotes you to the Vice President position.  

Example:

Each Go Beyond Pack is 273 PV

You                      - You Purchased 2 Go Beyond Packs                                  Point Total = 546 

You +                  -  Now, they purchased 2 Go Beyond Packs               Point Total = 1,092

             Congratulations you have accrued enough points to  
   qualify for the Manager Position! 

You +              - You (Manager) find 3 more Mission Marketers that 
            purchase 2 Go Beyond Packs                      Point Total =  2,811
You +          - You (Manager) each of the 3 Mission Marketers 
            promote to Manager using the success formula           Point Total = 4,368
                                                            
   Congratulations, you are now a Vice President!

System for Success


